


(a) A vessel not under command shall(a) A vessel not under command shall(a) A vessel not under command shall
exhibit:exhibit:exhibit:
(i) two all(i) two all(i) two all---round red lights in a verticalround red lights in a verticalround red lights in a vertical
line where they can best be seen;line where they can best be seen;line where they can best be seen;
(ii) two balls or similar shapes in a(ii) two balls or similar shapes in a(ii) two balls or similar shapes in a
vertical line where they can best bevertical line where they can best bevertical line where they can best be
seen;seen;seen;
(iii) when making way through the water,(iii) when making way through the water,(iii) when making way through the water,
in addition to the lights prescribed inin addition to the lights prescribed inin addition to the lights prescribed in
this paragraph, sidelights and athis paragraph, sidelights and athis paragraph, sidelights and a
sternlightsternlightsternlight...









(b) A vessel restricted in her ability to(b) A vessel restricted in her ability to(b) A vessel restricted in her ability to
maneuver, except a vessel engaged inmaneuver, except a vessel engaged inmaneuver, except a vessel engaged in
mineclearancemineclearancemineclearance operations, shall exhibit:operations, shall exhibit:operations, shall exhibit:
(i) three all(i) three all(i) three all---round lights in a vertical lineround lights in a vertical lineround lights in a vertical line
where they can best be seen. Thewhere they can best be seen. Thewhere they can best be seen. The
highest and lowest of these lights shallhighest and lowest of these lights shallhighest and lowest of these lights shall
be red and the middle light shall bebe red and the middle light shall bebe red and the middle light shall be
white;white;white;
(ii) three shapes in a vertical line where(ii) three shapes in a vertical line where(ii) three shapes in a vertical line where
they can best be seen. The highest andthey can best be seen. The highest andthey can best be seen. The highest and
lowest of these shapes shall be ballslowest of these shapes shall be ballslowest of these shapes shall be balls
and the middle one a diamond;and the middle one a diamond;and the middle one a diamond;





(iii) when making way(iii) when making way(iii) when making way
through the water, athrough the water, athrough the water, a
masthead light or lights,masthead light or lights,masthead light or lights,
sidelights and asidelights and asidelights and a sternlightsternlightsternlight, in, in, in
addition to the lightsaddition to the lightsaddition to the lights
prescribed in subparagraphprescribed in subparagraphprescribed in subparagraph
(i);(i);(i);







(iv) when at anchor, in(iv) when at anchor, in(iv) when at anchor, in
addition to the lights oraddition to the lights oraddition to the lights or
shapes prescribed inshapes prescribed inshapes prescribed in
subparagraphs (i) and (ii),subparagraphs (i) and (ii),subparagraphs (i) and (ii),
the light, lights or shapethe light, lights or shapethe light, lights or shape
prescribed in Rule 30prescribed in Rule 30prescribed in Rule 30





(c) A power(c) A power(c) A power---driven vessel engaged indriven vessel engaged indriven vessel engaged in
a towing operation such as severelya towing operation such as severelya towing operation such as severely
restricts the towing vessel and herrestricts the towing vessel and herrestricts the towing vessel and her
tow in their ability to deviate fromtow in their ability to deviate fromtow in their ability to deviate from
their course shall, in addition to thetheir course shall, in addition to thetheir course shall, in addition to the
lights or shapes prescribed in Rulelights or shapes prescribed in Rulelights or shapes prescribed in Rule
24(a), exhibit the lights or shapes24(a), exhibit the lights or shapes24(a), exhibit the lights or shapes
prescribed in subprescribed in subprescribed in sub---paragraphs (paragraphs (paragraphs (b)(ib)(ib)(i)))
and (ii) of this Rule,and (ii) of this Rule,and (ii) of this Rule,







(d) A vessel engaged in dredging or(d) A vessel engaged in dredging or(d) A vessel engaged in dredging or
underwater operations, when restricted inunderwater operations, when restricted inunderwater operations, when restricted in
her ability to maneuver, shall exhibit theher ability to maneuver, shall exhibit theher ability to maneuver, shall exhibit the
lights and shapes prescribed inlights and shapes prescribed inlights and shapes prescribed in
subparagraphs (subparagraphs (subparagraphs (b)(ib)(ib)(i), (ii) and (iii) of this Rule), (ii) and (iii) of this Rule), (ii) and (iii) of this Rule
and shall in addition, when an obstructionand shall in addition, when an obstructionand shall in addition, when an obstruction
exists, exhibit:exists, exhibit:exists, exhibit:
(i) two all(i) two all(i) two all---round red lights or two balls in around red lights or two balls in around red lights or two balls in a
vertical line to indicate the side on whichvertical line to indicate the side on whichvertical line to indicate the side on which
the obstruction exists;the obstruction exists;the obstruction exists;
(ii) two all(ii) two all(ii) two all---round green lights or tworound green lights or tworound green lights or two
diamonds in a vertical line to indicate thediamonds in a vertical line to indicate thediamonds in a vertical line to indicate the
side on which another vessel may pass;side on which another vessel may pass;side on which another vessel may pass;



(iii) when at anchor, the lights or(iii) when at anchor, the lights or(iii) when at anchor, the lights or
shapes prescribed in thisshapes prescribed in thisshapes prescribed in this
paragraph instead of the lightsparagraph instead of the lightsparagraph instead of the lights
or shape prescribed in Rule 30.or shape prescribed in Rule 30.or shape prescribed in Rule 30.







(e) Whenever the size of a vessel engaged in(e) Whenever the size of a vessel engaged in(e) Whenever the size of a vessel engaged in
diving operations makes it impracticable todiving operations makes it impracticable todiving operations makes it impracticable to
exhibit all lights and shapes prescribed inexhibit all lights and shapes prescribed inexhibit all lights and shapes prescribed in
paragraph (d) of this Rule, the following shallparagraph (d) of this Rule, the following shallparagraph (d) of this Rule, the following shall
be exhibited:be exhibited:be exhibited:
(i) three all(i) three all(i) three all---round lights in a vertical lineround lights in a vertical lineround lights in a vertical line
where they can best be seen. The highestwhere they can best be seen. The highestwhere they can best be seen. The highest
and lowest of these lights shall be red andand lowest of these lights shall be red andand lowest of these lights shall be red and
the middle light shall be white;the middle light shall be white;the middle light shall be white;
(ii) a rigid replica of the International Code(ii) a rigid replica of the International Code(ii) a rigid replica of the International Code
flag "A" not less than 1 meter in height.flag "A" not less than 1 meter in height.flag "A" not less than 1 meter in height.
Measures shall be taken to ensure its allMeasures shall be taken to ensure its allMeasures shall be taken to ensure its all
round visibilityround visibilityround visibility







(f) A vessel engaged in(f) A vessel engaged in(f) A vessel engaged in mineclearancemineclearancemineclearance
operations shall in addition to the lightsoperations shall in addition to the lightsoperations shall in addition to the lights
prescribed for a powerprescribed for a powerprescribed for a power---driven vessel in Ruledriven vessel in Ruledriven vessel in Rule
23 or to the lights or shape prescribed for a23 or to the lights or shape prescribed for a23 or to the lights or shape prescribed for a
vessel at anchor in Rule 30 as appropriate,vessel at anchor in Rule 30 as appropriate,vessel at anchor in Rule 30 as appropriate,
exhibit three allexhibit three allexhibit three all---round green lights or threeround green lights or threeround green lights or three
balls. One of these lights or shapes shall beballs. One of these lights or shapes shall beballs. One of these lights or shapes shall be
exhibited near the foremast head and one atexhibited near the foremast head and one atexhibited near the foremast head and one at
each end of the fore yard. These lights oreach end of the fore yard. These lights oreach end of the fore yard. These lights or
shapes indicate that it is dangerous forshapes indicate that it is dangerous forshapes indicate that it is dangerous for
another vessel to approach within 1000another vessel to approach within 1000another vessel to approach within 1000
meters of themeters of themeters of the mineclearancemineclearancemineclearance vessel.vessel.vessel.











(g) Vessels of less than 12 meters in(g) Vessels of less than 12 meters in(g) Vessels of less than 12 meters in
length, except those engaged inlength, except those engaged inlength, except those engaged in
diving operations, shall not bediving operations, shall not bediving operations, shall not be
required to exhibit the lights andrequired to exhibit the lights andrequired to exhibit the lights and
shapes prescribed in this Rule.shapes prescribed in this Rule.shapes prescribed in this Rule.
(h) The signals prescribed in this Rule(h) The signals prescribed in this Rule(h) The signals prescribed in this Rule
are not signals of vessels in distressare not signals of vessels in distressare not signals of vessels in distress
and requiring assistance. Suchand requiring assistance. Suchand requiring assistance. Such
signals are contained in Annex IV tosignals are contained in Annex IV tosignals are contained in Annex IV to
these Regulations.these Regulations.these Regulations.




